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O
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O
OEE-001 : ELECTRICITY AND SAFETY

MEASURES
Time : 3 hours	 Maximum Marks : 70

Note : Section-A is compulsory. Attempt any ten questions

from Section-B and attempt any ten question from

Section-C.

SECTION - A

1.	 Fill in the blanks. Select the answer from the
choices as under :	 10x1=10

(Neutral power system, inductance, passive
elements, circuit breaker, voltage, chisel,
transformer, relay, efficiency, capacitance, Grid,
hammer.)

The impedance offerent by a coil to a device
is

The potential difference between the two
ends of circuit is called

Ratio of power delivered to the power
supplied from the system is called

System that generates, transmits, and
distributes electric power to the end user is
called
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	  is a device to change low
alternating voltage at high current into high
voltage at low current and vice - versa.

The most important tool used for cutting and
clipping the work piece where it is cold is

(g) The common point of star connected poly
phase (3 4 in our case) system or the earthed
mid point of a single phase system is

	 is used to open/close the system
based on relay and auto reclosure commands.

	  is used to sense the fault and
initiate a trip, or disconnection.

(j)	 Element that absorbs energy is 	



SECTION - B
Answer any ten questions.	 10x2=20

2. What is the use of the Meggar ?

What part of the circuit is earthed in the case of
3 phase circuit or equipment ?

What is the aim of earthing maintenance ?

What is the need of protection system ?

What is the speciality of minimum Time Delay
Relay ?

Why can't we design a single protection device
to be used in every case ?

What could be the reason for an electrical shock ?

What happens when small current of over 20mA,
50Hz, passes through the human body ?

What is the purpose of grounding in and around
an electrical system or equipment ?

What nature of device is required for eye •
protection?

What are the three factor of fire eNfingaishing ?

13.	 What are the possible causes of electric fire due
to wiring ?
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SECTION - C
Answer any ten questions :	 10x4=40
Write various precaution and safety rules to
prevent fire accident.

Describe the types of accidents due to electricity
and discuss the preventive measures.

What do you mean by Cardiopulmonary
Resuscitation (CPR) ?

Name some alternating power generating process
in case of any disaster.

Which component of power is useful, active or
reactive ?

Why is high voltage preferred for transmission
line ?

What materials are used for reamer, spanners set,
mallet and back saw ?

Why do we need to measure the earth resistivity ?

What is the role of a Buchholz Relay ?

What is the role of relay in protection device ?

What is an Instrumentation Transformer ?

What is the need of removing corrosion from the
joints along the electrical path to earthing ?
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10x2=20

2.	 41 1 R Wf WIT Mtil+It?

3 41:TI TAZ TIT di-l etA u r tr4 1:1{ TIfA7	 	 TIT tTIT

-'mac (al* rctAi 	 t?

afRitr ttgttg ii	 Tzkyzr wur-4-R?

Taff Trurro	 4zrr 	 t?

3I*4-1 isq) r	 4u NPigni t?

iTtTT	 (single) 13T-IT Ttq	 mq	 4 1 TrA'W

fmfa. 	Rbqi	 	 ?

1-4- 1.. "1 Va- T (shock) ri + Ia	 f chltu l	 Tf t 	

t?

Hfri ci	 t	 7-4 20mA 50Hz ' airw	 TIT

a^tz t-*-Z 40(01 t T4 WIT trdT t?

OictOlti TfuTT91. TIT 34 chA u l	 ak zuk 3-1TU-1TR:1

4,113N 4 1 cht	 zri. ztv-zr t?

aligf 	la-Tur	 Fc'R rchki 	 	 aTtlfw t?

airri k1 4-11	 tff chltch chll	 t?

13.	 cif	 chltu i	 ZITTT	 TNTIFTff chit u t ct)1-1
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	 trZ, 44E3	 tw Trf,	 4,141

aTi u4+1 "N-411. zticilt?

340 . R.1*-kroiji ( grfft%TaT)	 n71(cNk t?

22.rk(,)	 qzrr IfTrwr 	 t?

Tft-ft 3411( 1)1 14 R(..)	 If	 fWit?

tTla 	  t?

25. afeitr	 fq-ca- zuf	 711 T-4t-d A war 	
	 t?
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